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Roads: An Anthropology of Infrastructure and Expertise by ...
Roads: An Anthropology of Infrastructure and Expertise by Penny Harvey and Hannah Knox (review) Jay Bowman Southeastern Geographer, Volume
56, Number 3, Fall 2016, pp 368-370 (Review)
Roads: An Anthropology of Infrastructure and Expertise
that roads play in pol itica l struggles between state forces and protestors The capacity of roads to channel and focus po liti cal confrontation is
important, and both of our roads have been used for this purpose on many occasions However, this book has been more concerned to extend the
reach of the poBook Review: Roads: An Anthropology of Infrastructure and ...
In Roads: An Anthropology of Infrastructure and Expertise, Penny Harvey and Hannah Knox not only show why roads matter, but also attend to the
material processes that bring roads into being through two South American case studies Luke Heslop praises this book for showing how attention to
the complexities of infrastructure projects sheds
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Roads Penny Harvey, Hannah Knox Published by Cornell University Press Harvey, Penny and Hannah Knox Roads: An Anthropology of Infrastructure
and Expertise
RoadsandAnthropology:Ethnographic …
issue of Mobilities on roads and anthropology, this introduction also addresses some of the broader theoretical and epistemological implications of
the anthropological perspective on roads, space, time and (im)mobility infrastructure fetishism, road materialities and materialist principles of
scientiﬁc socialism are mixed, paving the way
Road animism: Reflections on the life of infrastructures
- 1 - Road animism: Reflections on the life of infrastructures Matthäus REST, Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History Alessandro
RIPPA, School of Humanities, Tallinn University In recent contributions to the emerging anthropology of infrastructure, the issue of agency often
plays
ANTHROPOLOGY OF INFRASTRUCTURE
Governing Infrastructure Interfaces: Cities, technical systems and institutional connections Page 1 Governing Infrastructure Interfaces - Research
Note 01 (June 2018) ANTHROPOLOGY OF INFRASTRUCTURE By Marco Di Nunzio Marco Di Nunzio, LSE Cities Research Officer, London School of
Economics and Political Science
The Politics and Poetics of Infrastructure
of infrastructure can offer insights into other domains such as practices of government, religion, or sociality Perhaps the most dynamic approach to
studying infrastructures in current anthropology has come through the concept of technopolitics As several scholars have pointed out, liberalism is a
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
The infrastructure of the road turns out not to be the stable base on which the state can ground its existence, but a situated achievement Penny
Harvey and Hannah Knox’s remarkable ethnography of infrastructure is a vital intervention, in anthropology and beyond”—Andrew BArry, University
College london, AUthor of Material Politics
Beyond wilderness: towards an anthropology of ...
Beyond wilderness: towards an anthropology of infrastructure and the built environment in the Russian North* Peter Schweitzer , Olga Povoroznyuk
and Sigrid Schiesser Department of Social and Cultural anthropology, university of Vienna, Vienna, austria ABSTRACT Public and academic
discourses about the Polar regions typically focus
Soumhya Venkatesan, Laura Bear, Penny Harvey, Sian Lazar ...
Harvey, Penny and Hannah Knox (2013) Roads: An Anthropology of Infrastructure and Expertise Cornell University Press THE PRESENTATIONS
LAURA BEAR PROPOSING THE MOTION For a Materialist Analysis of the Political It was not hard to give attention to infrastructure in the month
leading up to this debate A UK national infrastructure commission
Roads - Project MUSE
Anthropology, Infrastructure, and Expertise Anthropology is a very different discipline today than it was in 1962 when Lévi-S trauss wrote: “The
development of the study of infrastructures proper is a task which must be left to history— with the aid of demography, tech-nology, historical
geography and ethnography It is not principally the
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infrastructure demand and development First, the supply of infrastructure leads to social economic development and secondly, the development
potential creates demand for infrastructure Thus, infrastructure facilities are vital to social-economic development of urban and rural areas through
direct and indirect benefits
The Enchantments of Infrastructure Mobilities
locale, that roads are a fundamental necessary and social good2 In this paper, we explore this enthusiasm for roads by addressing them in terms of
their capacity to ‘enchant’ Rather than assessing the viability or validity of the social transformation that roads in …
Social Studies of Science Nature as infrastructure: Making ...
infrastructure in science and technology studies and political ecology in anthropology and geography to examine why, how, and to what effect
landscapes around the canal have been transformed from agricultural frontier to managed watershed I suggest that the concept of infrastructure is a
useful
The effect of infrastructural challenges on food security ...
African infrastructure is to raise the marginal productivity of capital and encourage private investment Roads, specifically, tend to reduce the
transaction cost of trading, especially in rural areas and investment in rural infrastructure has been reported to add to economic growth and, in turn,
food security
of anthropological approaches to the political
Harvey P and Knox H (2013) Roads: An Anthropology of Infrastructure and Expertise Ithaca: Cornell University Press The presentations Laura Bear
proposing the motion For a materialist analysis of the political It was not hard to give attention to infrastruc-ture in the month leading up to this
debate A UK national infrastructure com“What Can I do With a Major in…Anthropology?”
“What Can I do With a Major in…Anthropology?” economic, and environmental problems by recommending locations for roads, schools, and other
infrastructure and suggesting zoning regulations for private property This work includes forecasting the future needs of the population
Inka Roads, Lines, and Rock Shrines: A Discussion of the ...
INKA ROADS, LINES, AND ROCK SHRINES A Discussion of the Contexts of Trail Markers Jessica Joyce Christie School of Art and Design, East
Carolina University, Greenville, NC 27858
Roadwork, Rights, Racialized Geographies
Arrested Infrastructure Construction of a public access road is crucial for the community, calling attention to the role infrastructure plays in social
justice and the production of racialized geographies Larkin (2013) suggests that infrastructure provides an important analytical
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